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Something that I love about the WSL Longboard World Tour and I guess longboarding in 
general, is that there isn’t much money in it. It’s not this specifically that I love, but a result of this 
is that of the people the tour attracts, most have interesting careers and lives outside of surfing. 
In longboarding there are only a select few who surf full-time so the tour is an eclectic group of 

people that are able to balance surfing at an elite level with whatever else gets them by. 
Of these people Max Weston has got to be one of the most interesting.

Max at home in the desert on the western edge of South Australia. Photo: Zander Williment

A DIFFERENT NEXUS
M A X  W E S T O N

Profile by Lucy Small
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Sydney, North Steyne in the rain. Photo: Mark Morgan - @mxmsurfphoto

WHILE IT’S HABITUAL FOR US TO IMAGINE SURFING PAIRED EASILY 

WITH THINGS LIKE MUSIC, TRAVEL, ART OR PHOTOGRAPHY 

– MAX SEEMS TO SIT ON A DIFFERENT NEXUS. 
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I interviewed Max in the throes of the 
COVID19 crisis. We had planned to meet 
in a pub by his house in Enmore in Sydney’s 
Inner West, but the morning before, 
the government announced that things 
like pubs were no more. It felt strangely 
unethical to try to organise a bootleg 
interview, to flail Coronavirus at each other 
across the table while we talked about 
surfing. So we chatted on the phone instead 
- Max calling me back after getting out of 
the surf at Manly, his go-to after Bondi was 
closed for business. The strange thing about 
the COVID time is that other things still 
happen even though it feels like the world 
has ground to an abrupt halt. Max tells me 
his housemate had broken his neck hitting 
his head on the sandbank at Manly a few 
days before and was home from hospital 
with a neck brace on. My first impression of 
Max is that he seems complex. 

While it’s habitual for us to imagine 
surfing paired easily with things like music, 
travel, art or photography – Max seems 
to sit on a different nexus. This is partly 
living in Sydney’s inner west – an area 
that doesn’t usually lend itself to surf 
lifestyle but instead is a trove of some of 
Sydney’s best creative and cultural riches. 
Reaching Bondi requires crossing the city, 
something that Max admits sometimes 
lets him surf only a few times a week. His 
second coupling is academia. A PhD, so 
I have heard, is no small deal. Within the 
academic institution it’s a kind of coming-
of-age if you like. A transition from pretend 
to real science – when you go from learning 
and reproducing other people’s research 
to creating your own. Max, as this goes 
to print, is finishing his PhD in an area of 

research that most of us can merely have 
fun saying the name of - biomolecular 
engineering. 

He is obviously well versed when I ask 
him about his research. I cringe slightly 
imagining how many times he has had to 
explain what he’s doing over the last few 
years. To put it in the simplest terms, he’s 
researching how to reduce food waste from 
up close. 

“Most of my work has been trying to 
create new use-by dates for food,” Max 
says. “Instead of having normal date 
marking tools on food like use-by and sell-by 
dates, we try to incorporate a thing called a 
biosensor. This will interact with the food in 
some way – detect a chemical that the food 

releases or some sort of chemical change in 
the food and then the sensor will give some 
sort of signal. In my case the things I work 
on will change colour and that will provide 
an indication if the food’s ok or not.” 

“I’m technically actually doing an 
engineering PhD,” Max explains. “It’s not 
fundamental science, it’s more using an 
understanding of science to try to create 
something, so it’s very much oriented 
toward having an application at the end 
rather than discovering and learning about 
things, even though that’s part of it.

“We are trying to create technology 
that is inspired by nature for use in food, 
medicine and environmental applications.” 
Max says. 

The COVID19 test is an example of 
a biosensor – it detects if there are 
coronavirus antibodies in your blood and 
then signals whether you’re stuck at home 
for the next two weeks trying not to die or 
whether you’re good to go. 

Max studies under the supervision of Dr. 
Rona Chandrawati who heads up the lab 
for Nanotechnology for Food and Medicine 
at the University of New South Wales. She is 
also the reason Max is able to take time off 
to travel and compete – a pretty exceptional 
arrangement for someone at the pointy end 
of a research degree. 

There is something kind of enigmatic 
about Max. He’s the sort of person who 
will leave the beach after losing a heat 
and drive 14 hours overnight to get home 
without really saying anything. Or perhaps 
drive to Noosa from Sydney for a swell and 
sleep in the back of his car for one day of 
good waves. He’s understated in such a way 
that you wouldn’t know the complexities 
about him at first glance. He speaks quietly 
on the phone, I can tell there’s some kind of 
confidence below the surface but he doesn’t 
let on much. 

Max in 2019 with the Chandrawati Research Group who work on nanotechnology for food and medicine 
at the UNSW. Dr. Rona Chandrawti, far left.

Way out west, pit stop with Kai Ellice-Flint. Photo: Zander Williment – @zander_williment
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Speeding on a Haydn Lewis 5’3” keel-fin fish – from a trip to the NSW South Coast for an O’Neill catalogue 
shoot with Lachie Rombouts, Beau Cram and Dan Johnson. Photo: Alex Brunton – @alexbrunton
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hurricane strength winds while junky swell 
lines crashed into the Taiwanese coast. Max 
didn’t make the heat but his surfing was 
distinct enough for Wingnut to give him an 
honorary mention as the World Champions 
were crowned. 

“I went to that contest and I didn’t even 
make a heat, I lost first round but I got 
heaps of attention which was cool,” Max 
describes. 

“The heat Wingnut was frothing out 
about was with Ben Skinner and Ben 
absolutely nailed it. I was combo’d the 

I remember watching an early round 
heat he had in Taiwan late last year after 
he got the last minute call-up and rushed to 
the event. Surfing a waterlogged ’90s Joel 
Tudor model Takayama with glassed-in side 
fins that he borrowed from his friend Kai 
Ellice-Flint, Max was reportedly pulling into 
solid backhand barrels with no legrope on 
during the freesurfs up the coast – a show 
that caused a stir amongst his peers. For 
Round Two it was big and messy – the event 
was yet to be moved to the left point where 
it was later held and the contest ran in 

Stirring the pot in Taiwan on a waterlogged ’90s Takayama Joel Tudor model with glassed-in side fins. 
Photos: Andrew Carruthers – @andrewcarruthersphotography

whole heat. I was surfing ok, I just couldn’t 
put it all together in a way that would 
give me a score but I had a couple of cool 
moments. I got a bit pissed off because I 
was losing really badly and I was trying to 
surf waves to get a score – get a noseride 
at the start and put one together. Then I 
was like, ‘fuck that I’ll just try to surf how I 
normally surf,’ and I did a big fade and a 
nice little turn which is what I’d normally do 
in a freesurf. Everyone was pretty stoked on 
it,” says Max.

A PHD, SO I HAVE HEARD, IS NO SMALL DEAL. A TRANSITION FROM 

PRETEND TO REAL SCIENCE – WHEN YOU GO FROM LEARNING AND 

REPRODUCING OTHER PEOPLE’S RESEARCH TO CREATING YOUR OWN. 
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After seeing a few more of Max’s heats 
since, I would agree with Wingnut. Max 
surfs smooth. His weight is compressed 
over his knees, back straight as he puts 
his board on rail. His line is more reflexive 
than the push to the nose and perch we 
are seeing commonly these days. A deep 
fade off the bottom, upper body still and 
angled in way that makes it seem like 
he barely did anything to reach the lip. 
His knees act as a kind of suspension 
through his turns, his board constantly 
moving yet no part of his body looks out 
of place. He places his feet deliberately, 
counterbalancing from the middle of his 
board in a way that gives his surfing a hot 
knife through butter kind of quality. Max 
surfs boards with a pulled in tail designed 

for the Sydney beachies he frequents:
“I’m riding boards designed by Robin 

Kegel out of Wild Things. I’ve been riding a 
Californian model from Gato most recently, 
which is sort of a neutral longboard – it’s 
kind of designed for noseriding but it’s 
nothing like those wide tailed boards that 
people are riding – it’s still really amazing 
on rail. Surfing in Sydney doesn’t really suit 
riding really specialty noseriders because 
I surf short closeouts – it’s quite difficult to 
navigate on really big longboards that are 
designed for noseriding. One of those 
[wide tailed logs] would be terrible to 
take out at Bondi. 

“I also ride some boards by a guy from 
Mona Vale called Haydn Lewis. He was a 
really, really sick longboarder through the 

90s – he’s actually in some Chris Bystrom 
movies with Joel Tudor surfing Pipe on high 
performance longboards. I ride some two-
plus-ones and shortboards from him, which 
are really amazing.” Max says. 

I would usually ask in an interview 
about the future and what’s in store, 
but as COVID-19 blanketed the world, it 
seemed like an uncertain question. 
Max was working from home, writing 
his thesis and still having access to the 
lab at UNSW. He told me he was meant to 
go to New Zealand and then Mexico but 
seeing as these events were postponed 
he’d head to South Australia to celebrate 
finishing his PhD and becoming a doc in 
his parents shack somewhere in the 
South Oz desert. 

A Robin Kegel design 9’8” Californian from Créme Surfboards out of Wild Things Gallery in Byron Bay. This one is lower volume and more foiled out to adapt to 
Australian beachbreaks. Shot at Curl Curl. Photo: Mark Morgan – @mxmsurfphoto

SURFING IN SYDNEY DOESN’T REALLY SUIT RIDING REALLY SPECIALTY 

NOSERIDERS BECAUSE I SURF SHORT CLOSEOUTS. ONE OF THOSE 

[WIDE TAILED LOGS] WOULD BE TERRIBLE TO TAKE OUT AT BONDI. 
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“Iconic” may be the most overused word in all of surfdom but it’s still a good handle for Manly and Bondi, Sydney’s most famous beaches. Max at home at both. 
Photos: (top) Mark Morgan - @mxmsurfphoto, (bottom) Chris Prestige – @atdusk
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No-fuss noseride. Photo: Mark Morgan - @mxmsurfphoto
(below) On the edge of the Southern Ocean. Photos: Zander Williment – @zander_williment

IT’S THE KIND OF PLACE THAT PEOPLE TALK ABOUT ALWAYS WANTING 

TO GO BUT ALMOST NEVER DO. THE KIND OF PLACE THAT BLACKED 

TOOTHED LOCALS CLAMBER OUT OF THE DUSTBOWL WHEN A 

LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEM GRINDS OUT OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN.
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Max was born in South Australia, his 
family moved to Sydney’s Northern Beaches 
when he was a tiny tot but now his parents 
live almost half time back in their shack on 
South Australia’s western edge and this is 
a regular migration for Max to go surf and 
do not much else. Along South Australia’s 
jagged, seemingly hostile West Coast, there 
is the odd oasis in the middle of the dry, 
sparse landscape. If you know just the right 
turn off, you’ll cross salt flats and dunes 
and eventually stumble on a campground 
covered in grey desert shrubs. If you’re lucky 
enough to catch it in a hot offshore blowing 
off the Gibson Desert, it’s a site for sore 
eyes if ever there was. 

It’s the kind of place that people talk 
about always wanting to go but almost 
never do. The kind of place that blacked 
toothed locals clamber out of the dustbowl 
when a low-pressure system grinds out of 
the Southern Ocean and the many crooked 
rock ledges along the coast come to life. 
There are off road tracks marked with 
backwards signs to throw passers-by off 
the scent of their beloved, sharky outcrops 
and you might go for days without speaking 

to anyone beyond the number on your fuel 
bowser every few hundred kays. Places like 
that shape people. Max tells a story about 
his dad living in an abandoned school 
house with his mates somewhere outside 
of Elliston and how his parents, both from 
Sydney originally, moved down to that 
stretch of coast after his dad fell in love 
with the wilderness down there. Despite his 
parents returning to the East Coast with 
four young boys, Max’s connection with 
South Australia has continued. 

I like listening to Max talk about his 
family. He’s the youngest of four brothers 
who all sound like pretty exceptional people. 
When more than one of your kids has a 
PhD, you’d have to think you’ve done ok 
as a parent. Max tells me about his dad 
getting sick when he was a teenager, 
something he says has been quite defining 
for him. Facing the prospect of losing a 
parent at 15 can be enough to send the best 
of us sideways. For Max, it seems to have 
taken him the opposite way.

“It happened at an interesting stage of 
my development,” says Max. “I sort of got 
a reality check and realised how precious 

life is and I think that experience was very 
motivating for me and my brothers.”  

“It’s been interesting going back and 
forth between communities growing up,” he 
says. “I think going over to South Australia 
and being isolated has given me a lot of 
time for reflection. I normally find that it’s 
quite inspiring when I go over there and 
then I get back home to think about what I 
want to do. Having somewhere to go and 
draw inspiration from – to surf and the fact 
that it’s isolated has had a lot of influence 
on my motivation and direction.” 

At the risk of sounding clichéd, there are 
things about desert scapes that ring of the 
ocean. Desert dwellers, like ocean dwellers, 
are at the mercy of the harsh and ever-
changing nature of their surroundings. The 
South Oz landscape is the type of place that 
can shape you into someone who will trek 
into the middle of nowhere without a word, 
to chase waves along the coastline without 
a soul in sight. I can see how this has played 
out for Max in the way he surfs and who he 
is as a person. There is nothing about Max 
that says he is just following along. 

Open ocean. Photo: Andrew Carruthers - @andrewcarruthersphotography


